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Rotary Feeder Maintenance and Troubleshooting

A gear driven rotary carton placer with vacuum spindles selects individual carton blanks from the carton
magazine and places them into the moving pockets of the carton conveyor.  Vacuum monitoring sensors
and dual PIAB vacuum pumps are incorporated for improved carton pick off and reliability.

Fig R-1 Rotary feeder

Illustrations and component descriptions depicted throughout this manual
represent a typical TC400 Volumetric Filler Cartoner.

Your cartoner may be configured differently and/or contain other components.
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NOTE:  When in doubt, replace the cups and
you will avoid needless downtime .

CAUTION:  Never use solvents on suction cups
unless approved by manufacturer.

Rotary Feeder Maintenance Procedures

Lubricant substitutions must meet the above specifications
and be compatible with bronze and nitrile rubber. Continued...

Clean product residue
p from carton pockets
p use dull flat edge
p do not damage pocket coating

Spray carton pockets
p with thin solvent or silicone coat

Check suction cups for:
p flat spots, wear
p physical distortion
p holes, tears
p elasticity

Air clean suction cups

Remove debris
p check for materials lodged in vacuum hoses

Check that:
p hoses do NOT touch any moving parts
p hose fittings are tight
p trans-torque nuts are tight
p rotary feeder gear box is maintained
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Note: Seal  leakage over few hours normal on
new unit first run or after seal replacement.

NOTE: Lubricant change after first 100 hrs.
is crucial to gear box longevity

Continued...

Check shaft alignment
p use level for correct alignment
p use scale / straight edge at ends - keep shafts parallel
p use straight bar or stretched wire to align sprockets
p fix sprockets on keyways, tighten setscrews

Notice oil seal leakage
p replace shaft and/or seals

Check oil levels: gearboxes/reducers
p  fill to level or change

Check for excess endplay in shafts
p change bearings if necessary

Notice discolorization : bearings /shafts
p verify lubrication

Notice excess dust from cartons
p vacuum periodically

After first 100 hours:
p drain lubricant
p flush gearbox with EPA approved solvent
p refill with prescribed lubricant

500 hours/monthly maintenance
p clean shafts and vent plug
p check for oil leaks
p tighten coupling set screws/gearbox mounting bolts
p check for excess endplay in shafts (call factory)
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Monthly part replacement checks
p bearings/universals
p gearboxes
p pneumatic cylinders/fittings
p main drive belt, sprockets, take-ups

Each 2500 hours/six months:
p drain gearboxes and refill with prescribed lubricant
p (more often in aggressive environments.)
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Rotary Feeder Troubleshooting

 Symptom:

-Does not pick up carton blanks from magazine.

-Blanks not carried through into full development.

Action:
-Check incoming air pressure  (6.0 CFM at 60 psi dry plant air).
-Perform rotary feeder pre-maintenance.
-Check pneumatic pump operation (following page).
-Check operation of vacuum spindle (following page).

 Symptom:

-Rotary Feeder idle during cartoner machine operation.

Action:
-Perform pre-maintenance for rotary feeder.
-Visually check all gear teeth, set screws and/or keys.
 -sun gear
 -idler pinion gear
 -sucker shaft pinion gear
-Check universal drive shaft yoke belt for proper tension
-Check universal drive shaft for damage.
-Check for gear box failure.
-Check for loose gear shaft hold down bolts.
-Check for gear shaft failure.
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Fig R-2 Vacuum spindle

 Pneumatic pump checkup procedure

-Check compression fittings,  PIAB air pump parts.
-Adjust air regulator.
-Check vacuum solenoid operation.
-Check pressure gauge operation.
-Recalibrate vacuum settings (see zero-point alignment).

 Vacuum spindle checkup procedure
-Check for leak at spindle mounting base.
-Check for clogged spindle.
-Check vacuum spindle mounting pressure bearing.
-Remove, examine, clean compression fittings.
-Check vacuum hole alignment on spindle mounting.
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Fig R-3  Spindle cup/bearing exploded view

 Symptom:

-Grinding noise, intermittent operation

Actions:
-Do "Pre-Maintenance Schedule"
-Check spindle bearing cup assembly for tightness:

- key # 1, 2, 3
-Check condition of spindle bearings:

- key # 4, 7
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 Symptom:

-Rattling noise,  rotary feeder

-Unstable, intermittent operation

Actions:
-Do "Pre-Maintenance Schedule."
-Check spindle bearing cup assembly for tightness.
-Check all mounting bolts for tightness.
-Check Sun gear support and  bearing spacer.

- key # 49, 43
-Check condition of center shaft and shaft key .

- key # 70, 71
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 Symptom:

-Suction not present at desired location

Actions:
-Perform  pre-maintenance for rotary feeder.
-Reset  timing for suction disk  (key # 52 ).

To Set Timing:
-Loosen suction disk bolt (key # 58)
-Turn suction disk:

-clockwise = vacuum duration longer
-counterclockwise = vacuum duration shorter

-Tighten suction disk bolt.
-See �Zero-Point Alignment� for information.
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Fig R-4 Suction disk exploded view

 Symptom:

-Rotary feeder idle during machine operation

Actions:
-Do "Pre-Maintenace Schedule."
-Check gear teeth :
    -Sun gear key # 43,  idler gear # 35, spindle shaft gear # 6.
-Check universal drive shaft for damage/break.
-Check for loose drive shaft yoke bolt.
-Check gearbox (key # 67) for levels, seizure.
-Check function of center shaft (key # 70).
-Check for tightness of center shaft key (key # 71).

Illustrations and component descriptions depicted throughout this manual
represent a typical TC400 Volumetric Filler Cartoner.

Your cartoner may be configured differently and/or contain other components.


